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Network Spotlight—
by Jenne Acevedo

Happy New Year! What a wonderful time for
new beginnings and reviewing our priorities.
It’s like a new start from God each year, and I am reminded of Ecclesiastes 3. I pray
that you find hope in your current season.
Last year was full of change for our network. We launched our new website in January with new branding and logos. We announced our new name and parent company, Christian Editor Network LLC, in July. We created our new online institute in September with dozens of new courses and moved all of the PEN’s education there. We
revised our membership in the fall by introducing the Bronze level and adopting a
new online membership system. What a busy and exciting year for us. We look forward to settling in for 2017. The only change we are planning this year is a new website for PENCON.
We are delighted to announce that our new CEN website is complete. Check it out
at ChristianEditorNetwork.com. A huge thanks to Don Catlett of Clearly See Media
for his excellent work. This new site explains our four divisions and encourages visitors to seek out more information at each individual website.
We created marketing materials for CEN as a whole and for each division and would
like to ask for your support in promoting our network. When you attend a conference or event in the industry, we would appreciate your promoting us by taking
some information for the attendees. E-mail me and let me know which materials
you would like: CEN, the PEN, CEC, PENCON, or PI (The PEN Institute). Leave them at
the event bookstore or pass them out as you network with others. We have so
much to offer editors, writers, agents, and publishers. Let’s get the word out.
PENCON is coming up in May, and we have an excellent faculty. We are excited
about choosing an east coast location and hope to see many new faces this year.
Don’t miss the early-bird rate that ends on January 31. Register now. Scholarships
may be available, and we are also seeking sponsors for the conference. Contact us
for more info.
I hope you enjoyed the holidays and found peace with family and friends as we celebrated Jesus’ birth. May God bring you great joy and abundant blessings in 2017!
In Him,
Jenne Acevedo
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“Be joyful in hope,
patient in affliction,
faithful in prayer.”
—Romans 12:12 NIV

Christian Editor Network LLC

CMOS Highlights
Q.

Many online journals are switching
from continuous pagination of their articles to assigning each article a number.
I’m working with a company that wants
to incorporate these article numbers in
their citations. Where would the article
number go in the citation?

A. Since CMOS is silent on this, it’s up
to you, but logic would suggest that article numbers come after volume numbers.

Q.

Snippets
From Marilyn Anderson:
“[This was in] a major daily
American newspaper:
‘Meanwhile, reaction to the
news has continued to
swell, and at least one experts suggests the public
feels betrayed.’”
From Heidi Mann: “Here’s
one the client should pay
me extra for finding and
fixing! In a team-member
resume, intended for use in
proposals when the company bids on contracts:
‘Leverages industry experience to facilitate disputes
with clients and vendors.’”
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Please help. I have confusion regarding the correct spacing after periods
and other closing punctuation. My company uses the font Arial and consistently
uses a flush-left margin. We are an engineering company. My job consists in
preparing documents and letters for customers. Everything I read in manuals and
from technical writers directs me to use
one space after periods. I find that it
works very well, except occasionally,
when an extra space helps readability.
Knowledgeable engineers have embraced the one space use as being consistent with the font design and automation of reports. Others are unpleased
with the one space, they think they have
difficulty reading. (I, too, had an adjustment period which I forced myself to
endure until it became automatic to read
easily.) We are preparing technical information. What do you think? Thanks for
your wonderful support and especially

Does this include toilet paper?

the quick answers. I greatly appreciate
your service.

A. Published work these days rarely
features two spaces after a period. In the
era when type was set by hand, it was
common to use extra space (sometimes
quite a bit of it) after periods, a practice
that continued into the first half of the
twentieth century. And many people
were taught to use that extra space in
typing class. But introducing two spaces
after a sentence-ending period—and
only after those periods—causes problems. Absolute consistency is easy to
monitor when double spaces are never
allowed, but less easy when some spaces
after periods are double and others single (such as those at the ends of abbreviations and initialisms in running text).
Since there is no proof that an extra
space actually improves readability—as
your comment suggests, it’s probably
just a matter of familiarity—CMOS follows the industry standard of one space
after a period.

Q.

A friend and I are debating over the
proper use of as in this sentence: “You
are as unique as your style.” My friend
believes the sentence requires a verb at
the end such as “You are as unique as
your style is.” We cannot figure out
which construction is correct.

A. The verb is is implied; it’s not necessary to state it.

“Let You Panes be our Problem”

Featured Editor—Linda Yezak
As an editor, what do you specialize in?
I specialize in content (substantive) editing, though I
also do copy (line) edits. I work almost exclusively with
Christian fiction in almost any genre, though these days,
I've edited quite a few mysteries (which suits me fine,
since that's my favorite genre).

What training have you completed on your journey
to becoming an editor? Do you have any training in
your specialization?
I completed several courses through the PEN, but aside
from that, I study the same books a good writer would
study pertaining to characterization, structure, plot, etc.
The books that help craft a novel are the same ones
necessary to learn how to provide a content edit. A content editor ought to be as
comfortable with understanding a story arc as with knowing where the commas go.

What are some of your favorite resources when editing or writing?
CMOS, of course. Kathy Ide's publications. A few grammar sites. But my absolute favorite is simply the PEN loop. You can ask anything there and get the perfect answer.
When I've worked on something for so long, I don't know which way is up, I can admit to brain-fatigue and ask my brothers and sisters in the PEN group for help.

What advice would you give to a beginning editor?
Learn what you're doing before you hang out your shingle. Learn especially the difference between the types of edits. The client doesn't always know, so we have to understand how to communicate with them.

How has God gifted you to succeed in this business?

New Gold Members
The Christian PEN
welcomes the
following Gold
Members to this
professional level
of membership.
Denise Harmer
Ken Walker
Phyllis Wheeler
Sue A. Fairchild
Jude Urbanski
Gold members must be current
members of the Christian Editor Connection and have been
a Silver member of the PEN or a
member of the Christian Editor
Connection for at least one
year.
Apply for the Christian Editor
Connection today. If you are
already a member, you may be
eligible for Gold membership.

He has thrown opportunities my way that have stunned me. I've worked with three
small publishers as both a content and a copy editor, and as an editorial assistant to
a beloved agent. When I first started writing, my critique partner and I were rough on
each other. Now, she's an international best-selling author, and I'm still her critter.
She has me on her site as a favorite editor and linked me to an organization who also
has me on their editors list. God has provided me with work so well, that I have yet to
need to advertise. He never ceases to amaze me.

Do you participate in any organizations or groups other than the PEN?
I belong to ACFW, Women's Fiction Writers of America, Christian Author Network,
and Texas Association of Authors.

Where are you located?
Deep East Texas in Nacogdoches, not too far from the Louisiana border

Where can we find you online?
Facebook Fan Page: http://dld.bz/LWYFacebookPage
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/lyezak/
Twitter: @LindaYezak
Amazon Page: http://dld.bz/LWYAmazonPage
Goodreads: http://dld.bz/dSPmg
Blog: http://lindayezak.com

“The Lord is my light.” ―Psalm 27:1
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How Reviewing Books Made Me a Better Editor
Three Levels of
Membership
Bronze Member Benefits

 New Member FAQs
 Chicago Manual of Style
online subscription discount
Quarterly e-newsletter
10% discount at The PEN Institute
5% discount on PENCON
registration
Eligible to join the PEN-Prayer
loop







Silver Member Benefits
Most Bronze benefits, plus:

 E-mail loop to communicate
with fellow members
15% discount at The PEN Institute
10% discount on PENCON
registration
Member name and website
link on the PEN’s Silver Members page
May purchase website ads
May write blog posts for the
website and articles for the
quarterly e-newsletter
May list books written by the
Silver Member on our Resources page, with links for
purchase
May apply to teach at The
PEN Institute—paid position











Gold Member* Benefits
Most Silver benefits, plus:

 20% discount at The PEN Institute
 20% discount on PENCON
registration
 Bio and headshot on the
PEN's Gold Members page

 May offer professional mentoring through the website

 Announced in newsletter
when Gold level is achieved
*Must be a CEC Member.
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By Karin Beery
Several years ago I discovered that I
could get free books by agreeing to
read and review them. A poor booklover, I quickly signed up. I knew I’d
have the opportunity to read good
books; what I didn’t realize was how
much my editing would improve because of those books.
Like many editors, as soon as I learned
a new rule, I grabbed my red pen and
started marking every time someone
broke it. Quite often I didn’t pay attention to the context of the story, I just
saw a broken rule that needed fixing!
After years of reviewing books by new
and experienced authors, however, it
became obvious—many writers break
the rules. And some of them do it well.

That’s right. Sometimes it’s possible to
break the rules and still write an engaging, page-turning book.
It took me a while to figure that out
because it took me a while to turn off
my editor’s brain. That led to a few
harsh, not to mention unhelpful, reviews in my early years. Since then,
however, I’ve learned how to read
again, and that’s helped me become a
better editor.
While it’s still important to know and
apply the rules, it’s also important to
know when they can be broken. After
all, my goal is to help an author produce a captivating book that will grab
an agent’s, editor’s, and reader’s attention, even if it means breaking a few
rules along the way.

“Publish his glorious deeds among the nations.
Tell everyone about the amazing things he does.”
—1 Chronicles 16:24

Book Review
A Distant Melody, by Sarah
Sundin
Reviewed by Joanne Reese

Allie Miller fails to
reach the standards her parents
set. And when her
marriage to Baxter
is practically arranged, she feels
strangled by the
impending doom
of a loveless happily-ever-after.
Everything changes when she meets the
real love of her life, Lt. Walter Novak.
Feelings spark as they try to find deeper
meaning to life's ups and downs
through a series of letters. Friendship
escalates to more, but society's rules

and a few misguided assumptions keep
either of them from admitting it.
I was swept away by the story immediately. Sundin does an extraordinary job
bringing the protagonist and her love
interest together with genuine trepidation and the cordiality that would have
fit this time period perfectly. It was
clear to me that this novel had been
carefully researched, making me feel
like I'd been dropped right into the
World War II time period.
I found myself pulling for Allie and Walt
all the way through. The cat and mouse
of their romance was done with great
integrity. I highly recommend this novel
for anybody interested in taking a trip
back to a time when a person's word
still meant something.

Member News


Katie Vorreiter has published her debut
novel, No Turning Back, a romantic suspense.
Available on Kindle, in paperback, at Bookstores
without Borders, and coming soon on iBooks.



Katie Vorreiter also copyedited her first
novel for Heritage Beacon, an imprint of Lighthouse Publishing of the Carolinas. The historical
fiction book, Daughters of Deliverance by Lorry
Lutz, is available on Amazon.



April Michelle Davis’s latest book, A Princess in Disguise, is
now available in print and online. Davis also has signed copies
available for sale.

Devotion
Spiritual Disciplines in the
Sermon on the Mount
By Rachel Starr Thomson
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus discusses three spiritual disciplines: giving
to the poor, prayer, and fasting. Jesus
assumes that His listeners, Jewish people with some interest in their religion,
are already practicing these spiritual
disciplines, but He shows them how
their motives are of the flesh. He also
gives them the key to recovering their
real purpose and power.
This is a very relevant word for us today!
We too are prone to turning innately
spiritual things into works of the flesh.
Here is the problem: God does and will
reward these particular behaviors, but
so will people. If you give and are seen
giving, if you pray and are seen praying,
if you fast and are seen fasting, people
will put you on a pedestal. It’s as true
now as it was in Jesus’ day.
Exercise spiritual disciplines continually,
for the right reasons, in the right way,
and you will grow spiritually, encounter
God profoundly, and receive rewards
that come from the heavenly realm.
Or get people to admire you and say
nice, affirming things about what a great

person you are.
Most of us will choose the latter by default.
Thankfully Jesus has come along to rescue us from our defaults.
Done in the right way, spiritual disciplines become habits that empower our
spiritual lives. They put us into contact
with God and grow and prune our lives.
Done the wrong way, they become detrimental.
The secret, Jesus says, to getting the
right reward is to practice spiritual disciplines in secret.
God is in secret, and He sees in secret.
As Jesus points out, if you want to do
spiritual disciplines right, you have to do
them for the right set of eyes.

Snippets
Counseling blog post:
“Bullying tends to happen
most often where there is
little or no adult supervision.
The most common place ... is
at school ... on school
grounds before classes start
or when school gets out, during beak time. ...”
Church newsletter: “Perhaps
you have been let down by a
friend you thought would be
there for you through thick
and then.”
Workshop title, printed in
boldface on event flyer:
“From Surving to Thriving.”
E-newsletter: “After a six
month search and a thorough
vetting process, our Executive
Board has hired Martin Harris
to secede Carol Jones as Executive Director.”
The latest in new job opportunities: a company in London has posted an ad for an
“emoji translator.”
E-newsletter: “How much
needles stress are you carrying around right now?”

The fact is, there is no reward for prayer
in a closet except the rewards you find in
secret—encounter with God, personal
transformation, and answers to prayer,
but that’s not the kind of reward our
flesh typically craves.
You can cheat your flesh and get back to
the spirit by simply changing how you
practice spiritual disciplines. It’s definitely worth it. “Your Father who sees in
secret will reward you” (Matthew 6:4).
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Faux “Paws”
From Linda Nathan, who found this in a pastoral newsletter: “The following are actual
signs seen across the good ol’ U.S.A.”
 In a New York restaurant: Customers who consider our waitresses uncivil ought to
see the manager.
 On the wall of a Baltimore estate: Trespassers will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
–Sisters of Mercy
 At a Santa Fe gas station: We will sell gasoline to anyone in a glass container.
 On a long-established New Mexico dry cleaners: 38 years on the same spot.
 In a Florida maternity ward: No children allowed.
 In a New York drugstore: We dispense with accuracy.
 In the offices of a loan company: Ask about our plans for owning your home.
 In a New York medical building: Mental Health Prevention Center.
 On a New York convalescent home: For the sick and tired of the Episcopal Church.
 On a Maine shop: Our motto is to give our customers the lowest possible prices
and workmanship.

Would you like to
advertise your
freelance services
online?
Visit thechritianpen.com
/find-an-editor/ to see our
current ads.
Check out the details and
purchase an ad at
thechristianpen.com/
websiteadvertisements/.
This benefit is for Gold and
Silver members.
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“We are intimately linked in this harvest work. Anyone who
accepts what you do, accepts me, the One who sent you.
Anyone who accepts what I do accepts my Father, who sent
me. Accepting a messenger of God is as good as being God’s
messenger. Accepting someone’s help is as good as giving
someone help. This is a large work I’ve called you into,
but don’t be overwhelmed by it. It’s best to start small.”
—Matthew 10:41–42 The Message

Contact Us
Christian Editor Network LLC
Kathy Ide, Co-owner
KathyIde@ChristianEditor.com
Jenne Acevedo, Co-owner
Director of The Christian PEN
Director of PENCON
Jenne@ChristianEditor.com
Christi McGuire, Co-owner
Director of Christian Editor Connection
Director of The PEN Institute
Christi@ChristianEditor.com
Send payments to:
Christian Editor Network LLC
Direct link: PayPal.me/ChristianEditor
Payee: Payments@ChristianEditor.com

FAQs
How do I see my PEN
membership details?
View your profile page. Log
in to your account on the
PEN’s website by clicking
Login under Membership.
How do I renew?
Send your renewal payment via PayPal by clicking
the direct link on the left.
Where are my discount
codes?
After logging in, go to your
membership page. Your documents and graphics are
there with all of the details.

Network News Team
Newsletter Coordinator:
Jenn Harris
newsletter@thechristianpen.com
Send general questions and comments

Content Facilitator:
Katherine Swarts
ks@houstonfreelancewriter.com
Send snippets, faux “paws,” CMOS questions,
etc.

Submissions Facilitator:
Codi Ribitzki codi.ribitzki@gmail.com
Send articles, devotions, Featured Editors
columns, etc.

Copyeditor:
Terri Poss glposs@aol.com
Layout Designer:
Seeking interested volunteers for this
position

The following group courses are open for registration. All
PEN members receive discounts. For more information and
to register, visit The PEN Institute.
In September 2016, the education offered through the PEN
moved to our new online institute. We now offer dozens of
courses in three formats.

Freelance Editing 101 January 9—February 27
Instructor: Christi McGuire
Course Level: Beginners

Sentence Diagramming 101 January 16—March 6
Instructor: Denise Loock
Lesson Pack—This option includes the lesson material in pdf
Course Level: All Levels
format. Purchase and download anytime.
Marketing for Editors 101 January 23—February 20
Group Instruction—This option includes the lesson materi- Instructor: April Michelle Davis
al, optional homework, additional instructor handouts, a
Course Level: All Levels
group forum to learn from other students, and direct feedE-book Formatting for Editors 101 February 6—April 24
back from the instructor. Group courses are scheduled
Instructor: Susan Stewart
throughout the year and administered via private forums.
Course Level: All Levels
Individual Mentoring—This option includes the lesson material, homework assignments, additional instructor
handouts, and one-on-one mentoring from the instructor.
This option is available throughout the year and scheduled
directly with the instructor.

Macros for MS Word 101 March 6—27
Instructor: April Michelle Davis
Course Level: All Levels
Contact us if you have any questions.

CEN LLC: Equipping and Empowering Christian Editors

